[THE ROLE OF TAURINE THE PROCESS OF ADAPTATION OF VISCERAL SYSTEMS UNDER PSYCHO-EMOTIONAL STRESS IN RAT].
In recent years the identification of regulatory mechanisms of the general adaptation syndrome, manifesting itself as the response of an organism to drastic changes in the environment and leading to emotional stress, acquires a special significance. The control over visceral functions plays a particular role in stress reactions because of emerging threat of violation of neurodynamic balance of sympathetic-para- sympathetic relationships with their most sensitive element - the heart. Quick adaptation to stress helps to restore not only the sympathetic-parasympathetic homeostasis but also the energy metabolism. One of the essential components, activating metabolic processes, is taurine. This paper considers the descending influence of the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) on neuronal reactions of the solitary tract nucleus (NTS), the first linking pathways of visceral sensitivity, the mechanisms of central control over visceral reactions by mathematical model analysis of heart rate variability (MMA HRV) as well as morpho-histochemical changes in brain structures integrating and regulating the visceral sphere (PVN of the hypothalamus and the amygdala) under psycho-emotional stress without and with intraperitoneal injection of taurine (50 mg/kg). Acute and semichronic experiments were conducted on white nonlinear rats under 5-hour- long immobilization psycho-emotional stress. A highly defined centralization of vegetative HRV parame- ters (HR, IVR, INRS) was revealed, these parameters being normalized on days 7 and 14 at the background of taurine injections. The interaction and interdependence of the central regulatory mechanisms of cardiovascular reactions are shown as well as a considerable protective effect of taurine on promoting early restoration of adaptive properties of the central and peripheral segments of visceral sensitivity under development of long-term psycho-emotional stress.